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****************************************************************

Part 1

A lifetime ago, Carla Moran had been a biology student at Eve City university, just before the comet had changed the fate of the city and the world forever. While she herself had not gained any abilities in the process, her thesis director, Dr. Robert Clayton had. He had chosen, however, not to divulge this information to anyone.

When the first superheroines happened on the scene, Andromeda being the first to swoop in and save the city from its first supernatural threat, she set the scene for what was to follow. Dr. Clayton, then a renowed biologist, offered to study the meta phenomenon, and received an important grant from the government of the United States. In secret, however, his goal was to understand how these powers could be controlled and also how they could be replicated. His first victim was Andromeda. After news of her first defeat became public knowledge (along with the humiliation she had endured), he understood two very simple truths. One : women were weak whereas men were strong. Second, and most importantly : anyone with abilities could be taken down with a little ingenuity.

He set out to test this idea. He recuited, for the experiment, the services of his favorite aide, the only woman he esteemed for her brilliance, Carla Moran. He tied her up to an explosive device and made a plea for help in her name. Donning a mask and a persona - he called himself the Controller at first - he waited for Andromeda to show, then ordered her to strip in order to save the victim. She complied. He ordered her to tie herself up. She complied again. He then ordered her to parade in the street, naked. It took some convincing, but in the end, for the safety of the victim, she had complied.

That was when he knew he could tame any superheroine that came along. He just needed the right motivation.

Armed with this knowledge, and having read the various theories of the soon-to-be infamous professor Zzyzx, he fled Eve City with his apprentice and constructed a lair using the funds the government had carelessly provided. He started recruiting at first, then started bio-engineering his own meta-soldiers, never quite duplicating the initial results. Randall Hooper joined his crusade, mutated from his direct exposure to meteorite, freshly released from his contract with the professor. By then, Robert operated under a new name : the Doctor of Villainy, a moniker he cultivated as his creations were set upon the heroines of the world, but mostly those of Eve City, his home town.

And Carla, she had played along, as enthralled as she was the doctor. He kept her at bay, of course, never showing her the full nature of his discoveries. It was not until the doctor made the mistake of starting to capture the heroines and bring them to his lair that she understood the full nature of his wickedness. Andromeda's brutal beatdown, repeated violations and humliations, had told Carla she could no longer participate in the experiments - for fear of being next. In full crisis mode, she had betrayed her mentor.

Andromeda had left, promising to return, going after the evil doctor. But she had not returned in time. Finding Carla in Andromeda's cell, the guards had gone crazy. They had beaten her, raped her repeatedly, and then left her for dead. Andromeda had returned to the tragic scene, as the doctor's lair was erupting all around her. The Doctor had died during their fight, falling into his latest experiment, a pit of pure molten irradiated metal, designed to be the ultimate prison for heroines. Everyone else had evacuated.

For all intents and purposes, Carla Moran was dead.

"I wish I could explain it," Prototype told KnightHawk, looking into her eyes.
"And you are certain she is this Carla...?" KnightHawk asked again.

Andromeda frowned.

"How many times are you going to ask me that? I know it for sure."

A few heroines were standing around, on the roof of the concert hall where, no more than two weeks ago, the villainous Philanthropist had been slain during his 'charity auction'. Since then, Andromeda and Prototype had gotten acquainted, and Prototype had patrolled the street once, alongside Andromeda, with no dire results.

"I am Carla..." continued Prototype. "The fight with Andromeda brought the memories back."
"So it's your mind, but not your body..."

That was Flechette talking, examining the superheroine in detail. The gorgeous figure, voluptuous curves of her white skin highlighted by the black fabric of her costume. Flechette had been around Eve City long enough to know anything was possible, but she still had trust issues. After all, Prototype had absent-mindedly killed two criminals caught in the act. Wether they deserved it or not was irrelevant. Prototype nodded.

"Well," Flechette carried on, "if Andromeda will vouch for you and keep an eye on you, I suppose it's fine if you operate in the city."

KnightHawk, however, was more skeptical. She had witnessed the first murder firsthand.

"Why did you do it, though? Do you recall?"
"Yes and no... I can tell you I did it, but the why escapes me. There was a boiling emotion inside."
"If there was, it was deep. Your face betrayed none."

While that was true, KnightHawk was also extrapolating. After all, she was being pounded from behind by Punky of the Jungle Riot at that time as her alter ego, Desiree Diamond. Prototype turned to Andromeda.

"I don't know what else I can say except apologize. I will not kill again."
"Not willingly, no..." replied KnightHawk, "but there may be a compulsion inside your mind. You could take her to Doctor Hurt for analysis?"
"No!"

Prototype backed away.

"No more doctors," she stated.

Andromeda got closer to her, placing a hand on her shoulder.

"Doctor Hurt is a friend, but we don't have to go see him until you're ready."

Prototype smiled at Andromeda.

"Thank you."

Their furtive glance, a recall of their night of passion, did not escape KnightHawk or Flechette. They held back their comments for the moment. Andromeda and Prototype left with a wave to the other heroines, lifting gently off the roof. The two non-powered vigilantes turned to each other, Flechette speaking first.

"Do you trust her?"
"No. And she shouldn't trust herself. We've seen it before. She may have some trigger implanted in her brain by whoever restored her mind to this new body. She is still dangerous."
"I suppose, but that's why Andromeda is keeping her close."
"I don't know if that's the only reason..."

Both heroines looked at their flying compatriots leaving; they were awfully close as they floated off, their hands almost touching. Flechette and KnigthHawk both knew that Andromeda was a big girl, able to take care of herself. Perhaps there was a little bit of jealousy as well. Flechette turned to her friend with a concerned look.

"Are you better?"
"I'm fine. That assault was unfortunately nothing new. I'm more worried about Ghost. Her report on Tidal was troubling. He's out there, somewhere, with a potential army of Mer-men. He humiliated her quite deeply, I think."
"She'll make it."
"The good news is, we know about the threat."

KnightHawk walked to the edge of the building.

"This city.. it's hard on us..."

Flechette walked up to stand next to her. They gazed over their domain, Eve City, staring over its skyscrapers, past its various districts, into its very soul, the soul that had crafted them.

"It's hard on everyone. We still have no clue where the Girls Nine are holed up, although they have been quiet for a time."

A moment of silence slipped between them.

"Quiet is never good," replied KnightHawk. "It usually means they're planning something."
"Any word from Gem?"
"None. I'm not that surprised that she didn't call, but I am worried that she is not out on patrol."
"You heard the story about the... orgy in the factory?"
"Yes. Apparently, the people claim she was there, but there is no proof to corroborate it."
"It's not the first time someone doesn't report in. Try Solara!"
"She's out-of-town, rarely checks in. You know that."

Flechette stepped back from the edge of the roof.

"I heard Ricochet won't leave well enough alone..." she started.
"The Matarota? Yes. She's going to get burned - again."
"We could help her."
"Unfortunately, I have my own dealings to handle. Public life."
"Your producer?"
"Among other things. I need to figure out if I can still trust him..."

Flechette appeared sympathetic.

"Do you think he really did it to save your life?"
"I don't know, and I doubt I can figure it out."
"What are you going to do about Jungle Riot, though? They've been blabbing about their performance on you like it's going out of style - no offense, but you should address it."
"And say what? These girls are bad, no morality. If they had powers, I'd fear what they would do."
"Well, you could always sue them..."

KnightHawk looked at Flechette, shocked at the notion. Flechette adjusted her approach.

"I'm just talking options."
"A civil trial will take months, if not years, drag the story on in the media, risk the exposure of my secret identity. They can plead duress, and I already have too much money to spend, I don't need more."
"So you have thought about it."

KnightHawk finally laughed, and Flechette smiled.

"You're always so gloomy," Flechette smirked.
"This is a gloomy time for me, but you're right. I have been tense."
"How about we team up tonight for some good-old fashioned knuckle duster around town?"
"Fine, but no funny stuff after. I'm not in the mood."

It was Flechette's turn to laugh.

"You never are. That doesn't stop you."

KnightHawk smirked at the comment. Retrieving her grapple, she leapt off the building and swung to the next. Flechette took out her crossbow, armed it with the rope bolt, and took aim, swinging after her friend.

End part 1

****************************************************************

A DARK PATH, part 2

The issue was very personal for Flare and Ms Dynamo. They had been the first victims of the Girls Nine. They wanted payback for their violation. Fiding the thug who had raped Flare had proven to be impossible, and the creature that had assaulted them had been defeated by Ghost, at great cost to her. That was why it was so important for the two African-American heroines to get the girls; it was their own way of staying above the fray, strong and proud, even after the defeat.

They had kept working together, not always but often, patrolling in their traditional fashion, up and low, tuned in to the police band, focusing mostly on muggings, small thefts and isolated assaults - the more common crimes committed by the Girls Nine. Unfortunately, there had been no sightings in several days. They had kept busy with petty crimes, nothing major. Perhaps the very public murder of the villain known as the Philanthropist at the hands of Prototype, had made things more quiet. They knew of the second murder as well, from talking to Andromeda, and they knew Prototype was under her care. Neither really wanted to get too close to the dark-clad heroine, mindful of being associated with a killer.

It was about noon when the police scanner registered the car theft. Not a particularly glamorous takedown, thought Ms Dynamo as she drove her motorcycle out of the alley. She had again stopped for a bite to eat at Raoul's Deli place. He had packed her sandwich extra spicy, just the way she liked it. Now, cruising around the city, her belly quite full, she was eager for some action. The stolen vehicle was said to be a White Ferrari, this year's model, reported stolen in front of the Baron hotel. Whoever had taken probably intended for a joy ride, but driving across town way over the speed limit was reckless at best, and potentially deadly at worst. The driver could kill himself or someone else. Ms Dynamo stepped on the gas to her cyan-coloured machine, and it revved up to blazing speeds. With her sleeker and more maneuvable vehicle, she would catch up with the Ferrari in no time, much faster than the police would.

As she neared the corner of the 3rd street and 184th Avenue, she noticed it. It was gorgeous, whizzing by in front of her at an alarming speed. Whichever driver was behind this maneuvering must have been a pro, swerving around other cars with ease at breakneck speeds. She slid by the sidewalk and through the oncoming lane, getting behind the vehicle with ease. Her bike was built for speed as much as maneuverability. Looking into the vehicle, a convertible, she saw two passengers. The driver, a man with blonde flowing hair, whipping in the middle, seemed to wear a white jacket. His skin was tanned. The passenger in the front seat was a woman, long brown hair. She seemed to be topless, but she must have been wearing a strapless top.

Dynamo rounded the car on the driver's side and, pushing further into the accelerator, caught up to the driver's side. He was relatively handsome, chiseled features, a large smile on his broad lips, his sunglasses hiding the color of his eyes, but she suspected them to be blue. She had been right about the girl, though. She wore low-cut leather pants and a top that covered only her breasts and nothing more. She was screaming in the wind, enjoying the ride.

The man, having seen Dynamo come up behind and then beside him, waved at her, acknowledging her presence, and kept the speed. She yelled at him.

"You're going to endanger innocents! Stop this car!"
"Ms Dynamo, is it?"
"Yes. Pull over, sir."

They were screaming above the roar of the engines. Quite expertly, he decelerated with a controlled slip. Dynamo cut the gas and put on the brakes in order not to connect with his vehcile as her performed a daring reversal maneuver, slowing down in reverse after completing a high-speed rotation, until the Ferrari immobilized itself less than ten centimetres from a parked vehicle. The girls screamed with delight, and she jumped on the man, kissing him passionately. He returned the favor, but then pushed her away.

"Easy, Amy... we have a guest."

Amy - the girl, whoever she was - returned to the front seat, exhilarated, panting from the adrenaline rush.

Dynamo immobilized her bike and stepped off, her hips swaying as she did. She marched towards the vehicle. The man got out, standing up. He was taller than her by half a foot, but she was not intimdated. He was very handsome, however, she thought to herself. He was all smiles, nonchalant, not even stressed by the daring ride he had just ended.

"Are you crazy?" Dynamo asked. 

He stared her down without. Gorgeous hips, wonderful figure, impressive rack, pretty face, lovery wavy brown hair. Her skin appeared delectable.

"How much?" he asked.
"What?"
"How much do you want?"
"Are you offering me a bribe?"

He started laughing hysterically, turning to Amy.

"A bribe, she asks! Hilarious!"

Amy laughed along, but Dynamo failed to get the joke. He returned to her a moment later after calming down.

"No my dear. You're Dynamo."
"Yes. So?"
"So how much for a ride?"

Again, she was confused.

"You want to borrow my bike!"

He laughed again.

"Is this girl daft or what?"
"They're all sort of clueless," replied Amy, playing with the edges of her top. "You probably need to explain more."
"If I must..."

He returned to the heroine, removing his sunglasses at the same time. His eyes were deep blue, very deep in fact. Dynamo lost herself in them for a brief moment.

"I'm obviously familiar with your work."
"Of course. I'm famous in the city."
"Yes, famous. Right. So, how much for each interaction?"
"Interaction?"
"Yes..."

As he started to explain, she froze, bewildered at his words, shocked and unable to react, completely taken aback by his approach.

"Well, I suspect your mouth is cheaper than your pussy, and tits somewhere in-between. Now, your ass, that must fetch quite a price, but I have resources. Bringing a friend - like Amy - is an extra charge, I suppose, and the location is important. A private place must cost less because of the public nature of a public place."
"What? You want to pay me for sex?"
"Well, isn't that what you do? I've seen the videos of you and your friends on the internet. Surely, being paid doesn't sound so bad, considering. I have means."

Dynamo was outraged. Instinctively, she grabbed his right wrist, twisting it behind his back, bending him over the car.

"What? What are you doing?" he cried out.
"I'm placing you under arrest, you filthy pig!"

Amy shrieked as she saw the heroine manhandle her friend.

"Let him go!"
"Quiet! Or I'll arrest you too, bitch!"

Amy started to cry upon hearing the word, which made the man angry.

"Do not talk like that to Amy!"
"Quiet you, before I beat you down! Taking me for a prostitute!"

Try as he might, besides being taller and possibly stronger than her, the man was unable to break the wrist lock. It injured him. For the first time in his life, he was feeling pain, and he was not happy about it. Dynamo retrieved her own cuffs, placing them on him, then securing him on the side of his car.

"You cannot do this to me. To us..."

He turned to Amy.

"It will be all right, Amy. I promise."
"You're going to jail for theft, reckless endangerment and sollicitation! What do you have to say to that?"

He said nothing, only looking at his friend, still sobbing in the car. A dark aura came over his face. He was memorizing every detail of Dynamo's form, every aspect of her costume, every ondulation of her body.

The police eventually arrived on the scene. Onlookers had also happened to stop by and were looking on. Some of them gave impressed stares, but others seemed concerned. Still under the influence of rage, Dynamo paid no mind to them. The agent who came to take possession of the man stopped when he saw him.

"Oh no..."

The man looked up at the officer with a stern but fair gaze.

"Do your job, officer. I will not hold it against you."

The affirmation eased the officer's mind, but as he came over, the man turned to Dynamo, looking at her.

"I blame her, and all her heroine friends for this... assault."
"You were driving recklessly. You stole a car."

The officer coughed.

"Actually, Ms Dynamo, the car isn't stolen. It belongs to the girl. The girl's father."

Amy had recollected herself. She planted a defiant gaze on the heroine.

"And I know my father won't press charges..."

She smiled triumphantly, but Dynamo was not undone. She turned to the officer.

"He still drove recklessly around town."

It was Amy who answered.

"Rick is an accomplished stuntsman. He's done scenes for Hollywood movies. We were safe. He never endangered me."
"It's never safe in the middle of the road."
"No one got hurt, thankfully," said the officer.

Dynamo noticed how hesitant the police was to take charge of the man, who now had a first name - Rick - but she said nothing. They must have had their reasons.

"And sollicitation?"

The police officer was confused.

"He propositioned you or her? "
"Me. He mistook me for a common prostitute..."

Rick sneered in, with a sinister grin on his face.

"Nothing common about you, my dear."
"He offered me money for sex..."
"Did money change hands?"

Dynamo was shocked that the officer had asked.

"Of course not..."
"Then, it's not really a crime. Offering is not criminal. Paying is."

There was a long pause on the scene, and it was the officer who broke it first, turning to the man.

"I am terribly sorry for this, mister Parish, but I have to take you to the precinct, for... interrogation."

Rick Parish made himself understanding.

"I understand officer. You are only doing your duty, following the bureaucracy dictated by the law. As I said earlier, I will not hold it against you, nor shall I seek reparations upon your person. Carry out your duty."
"Please follow me."

Before leaving, Rick turned to Amy.

"I'll call you when I leave the precinct. The keys are in the ignition. You can take it back to the hotel."
"I'll wait for you..."
"I know you will, sweetie."

He then cast a dark glance at Dynamo and headed off, walking in front of the police officer toward the car. As he was put in the backseat, Amy turned to Dynamo while switching to the driver's seat.

"You're in it, now, slut!"

Dynamo turned to face her, adopting a defiant pose, but Amy was not impressed.

"I'm Amy Gall, daughter of district attorney Ronald Gall, and this was my boyfriend, Rick Parish..."

The name did sound familiar, but Amy did not give her time to find it in her memory.

"His father is Paul Parish. CEO of DynaStar Inc. His fathers owns this town's electronics market, and possibly all of North America. Welcome to hell!"

Amy started the engine and quickly rolled off. Dynamo did her best not to show any emotion, but inside, she realized she had just made a terrible, terrible mistake.

End of part 2

*****************************************************************

A DARK PATH, part 3

The press conference was on, and it was packed. Every news media was covering the event, and it was broadcast live on the internet simultaneously, across a million households in Eve City, and probably more in North America.

Taking center stage was Ronald Gall, the invicible attorney as they called him. A man of calm and composure, he was now exploding words onto the stage with a verb he normally only used for courtroom theatrics. His young adult daughter, Amy Gall, stood to the far left, dressed in a very proper green dress with matching shoes, her brown hair tied up in a knot behind her head, make-up perfectly designed by her stylist for the occasion. She harbored the air of innocence and she played it to a fault.

At her side, dressed in a full suit of grey fabric, perfectly toned to his tanned skin, Rick Parish stood silent, defiant yet contemplative. He was perfectly shaven,  his hair was clean and trim, recently cut. More importantly, his deep blue eyes reflected a sadness which he pulled off like a born actor.

The prior speaker, senator Ron Hart, veteran republican representative of the district in congress, was now standing apart, his wife at his side. He wore a blue blazer with an American flag pin on his lapel. His grey hair was trimmed to the milimetre. He showed signs of fatigue, but it was expected of him after the diatribe he had just delivered to the press and the listening masses around the city and the country. His wife wore a black, one-piece dress down to her ankles. She always looked down and to her left, her eyes ablaze with shame, her graying hair propped up with no loose threads.

An escort of lawyers, counsellors and other aides surrounded the podium where Gall was delivering his enflamed speech. The spectacle was intense, and did not let go until the last moment.

Dynamo - civilian - fell back into her chair, her mind lost in thought. This was definitely not good. She turned to her friend Flare - Deon Blake, in her civilian guise. They were in Deon`s living room, relaxing after a grueling workout earlier. The two were still wearing their training tops and bottoms, and shoes. The colors matched their heroic costumes.

"I think I really screwed up."

Deon tensed up, looking at her with a comforting gaze. She turned the volume off for a moment. The district attorney's lips kept yapping about.

"No, you didn't. Just because everyone is too stupid to see the show that's being put on does't change the fact that you did the right thing."
"But now, they're asking for reparations!"
"They want public excuses, that's what they want."
"We may have to give them, if the city sides with them!"

Deon sat down beside her friend, handing her a freshly mixed juice blend for revitalization from her kitchen, and kissing her forehead. She placed an arm over her shoulder while Dynamo sipped the juice.

"It will be fine... you'll see."

Dynamo was really hoping her friend was right, but in her gut, she knew that things would get worse before they got better. She remembered Rick Parish's face as he was being dragged away, the evil glare he cast at her. He would not forget easily.

Megan brought the ice cream sundae to Carla, who took it with a smiling thanks. They were both lounging in their very sexy underwear in this fine sunny morning. Megan caressed Carla's black hair as she sat down beside her, kissing her neck. Carla was watching television on mute.

"Is she still going at it?" asked Megan.
"Yes... He's talking about how the city's gone to hell in a basket recently."
"It`s on mute. How can you tell?"
"I read lips."

Megan did not know that about her new friend. She was discovering something new everyday. Then again, it did not surprise her that Carla had great talent with lips, considering the time they had been spending together. Carla took a big bite of ice cream and swallowed it whole. Not even a brain freeze. Megan caressed Carla's naked shoulder.

"I still can't believe they're doing this to Dynamo."
"Not just to her," corrected Carla. "He was saying earlier that every heroine in the city is to blame for the increased criminal activity, saying we draw out the criminals and perverts with our antics. He said we're a bad example for the next generation."

Megan felt her powers resonate inside her; Andromeda was a force for good. She had saved countless of lives across the city and the world! True, there had been some tragic defeats and great humiliations, but there were also some moments where good had fully triumphed over evil. That had to count for something!

Carla sensed the tension in Megan's neck, so she took a bit of ice cream and let it drop between Megan's cleavage. The heroine shivered at the cold, but Carla buried her head and tongue between the mounds and lapped it up. Megan giggled from the sensation.

"You're far too serious, Megs."
"Maybe I am..."

Megan kissed Carla's lips. Was she in love? It was difficult to say. There was lust, that much was undeniable, but did it go further than playfulness, banter and pleasure? With her unique lifestyle, it seemed to Megan she could hardly afford a relationship with any of the men in her life, not the people in the MTD. But if that person shared the lifestyle...

Carla put the ice cream cup down and stretched outward, her chest lifting out and up. She grabbed her breasts as she put her arms back down, kneading the soft flesh for a moment. Megan's attention was drawn to the move, unable to tear herself away from the sight. Carla smiled, looking at her partner. She turned back to the television after that.

"I am sorry my actions do not help our cause."
"You were not yourself. You can hardly be blamed."
"They may not believe that..."
"I believe it."

They kissed and embraced, squeezing their warm chests one against the other, tongues intertwined as the television pictures kept moving.

Desiree turned the volume off as well. She had heard enough. This was just a mockery of justice and fairplay. She knew it was really Paul Parish pulling the strings. She had met him about a year ago, at a symposium on electronics where she had been invited to perform. A sleazebag all the way, he had made lewd remarks about her outfit, questioning her virtue and referencing the first public assault she had ever been involved in as Desiree. She hated him. She even suspected he had been responsible for the criminal attack on the symposium. Thieves in heavy weaponry had tried to make off with multiple cutting edge technologies on display. KnightHawk had intervened, but had been overpowered by their numbers and gadgetry. Stripped and humiliated in front of the assembled CEO's who seemed to take pleasure in her suffering, she had been mounted against a wall, and guests had been invited to pleasure her orally until, finally, the main thief had severely raped her with the blunt edge of a stun stick. Symposium security had finally broken in, and the thieves, delayed by their abuse of the heroine, did not have time to get the materials.

Of course, there was no way to link the thieves to Paul Parish or the DynaStar corporation. The man was too smart for that.

What really irked Desiree, though, was senator Hart's plea and testimony for the heroines to clean up their act. His wife, the ruthless Patricia Hart, had played the innocent victim at his side. But Desiree had been there during the violation at the charity hall. She had seen the eagerness in the senator's wife eyes as she violated her friends, June and Sofia, and the other girl who had joined in with them. She was a vicious person, uncaring. June and Sofia were in the middle of a personal crisis because of the attack, questioning their relationship and wondering if they should not see other people. Desiree had tried to be supportive and tell them to hang on, but not everyone had the strength of character to endure this kind of hardship once, let alone over and over again.

Olivia King - aka Flechette - drinking coffee across the dinner table, called out to Desiree standing in front of the television. They had met up for lunch, knowing the press conference would be if not entertaining, at least enligtening. Dressed in nice skirts and tops, appropriate for the weather, they had watched the presentation descend into diatribe and shame-blaming.

"They’re still at it?"
"Of course. They're making fools of themselves. Asking us to come in and present excuses to Rick Parish for unfair arrest, and other silly charges."
"I've met Rick," Flechette said. "He's a spoiled brat. He's got everything - power, money, looks - and he still wants more."

Desiree turned to her friend, giving her a stern glance. Olivia was shocked.

"Never! I would never even think of dating him!"
"Besides," said Desiree, "he's already taken."

She pointed to Amy Gall on screen. Olivia grinned.

"Met her too. Her father may be a tyrant in the courtroom and the justice system, but at home, apparently, he has no power..."
"Kind of like senator Hart."

The two heroines giggled. Desiree became serious again.

"I hope Dynamo is all right. She must be taking this hard."
"She really started something here..." Olivia interjected.
"I don't know that she did."

Olivia stared at her friend for a moment. Desiree, despite her background as a pop star, was really a trained investigator and a great thinker. She always had insights into events. Olivia had learned - and was still learning - a lot from her.

"What do you think then?"
"I don't know what to think, Olivia, except that... nothing exists in a vacuum. We've had a run of bad luck lately. The invisible intangible creature from Tidal... the entire affair with the charity event... the still mysterious presence of the Girls Nine... Solara and Gem completely gone."
"Gem too?"
"She hasn't been home for days... no message, nothing, and no clue."
"Damn!" Olivia sighed.
"And remember the theft of the Janus inner core. Still no news on that."
"It could be anywhere. Maybe the Smith has it. If anyone can rebuild Janus, it's him."
"Maybe. That could explain why he went into hiding. It would take a lot of resources to rebuild that dreaded robot."

Olivia always enjoyed seeing Desiree's mind at work. It was, according to her, her most enticing feature, not that rest wasn't also very enticing. But Desiree was not done with her reasoning, and she carried on.

"We've been looking bad in the press... no thanks to Prototype's actions. The assaults by Tidal's monster... Plasma's assault was on the internet - and a picture of SilverStreak too. Not to mention Radio Wave's run-in – that was very public. Tidal said something to Ghost about gathering data... genetic information on us. That can't be good."
"I imagine so."
"And now this, very public humiliation of Ms Dynamo - and us - all over the official press."

Olivia finished her coffee with one last sip.

"You think there's a pattern?"
"If there is, it is certainly well hidden, but we know that even if there is none, our reputations have been tarnished recently. A few good deeds might endear us to the citizens. We can abide by having the establishment chide us, but if we lose the public's support..."
"So how do we do it?"
"The only way we can. We find crime and we stop it."

Olivia agreed with the conclusion, even if she hadn't understood all of the elements leading up to it. Desiree closed the television. Nothing interesting would come out of it.

The conference wound down. Rick and Amy stepped down to talk to the reporters, to repeat their side of the story. Attorney Ronald Gall extended a strong hand to senator Ron Hart, offering his support in this time of crisis for his household. The senator thanked the attorney and went back inside city hall, where he had a temporary office. His wife followed him in, tied to his arm. They made their way down the hall, to the office, and then closed the door, locking it behind them.

Patricia Hart let go of her husband's arm and immediately pushed him to the ground, to his feet. He bent down without hesitation, like a trained pet. She removed her dress by unclasping the straps and it fell to the floor, revealing a dark leather bra with the nipples showing, and a panty that was open just wide enough to expose her shaved pussy. For a woman in her fifties, she was remarkably well-preserved. Their office on the second floor overlooked the entrance and the assembled crowd. Her husband did not move at all, content in his subservient lackey position. She made her way to the window, looking out at the people.

"Petty, petty citizens, so easily manipulated..."

She headed towards the desk, picking up the phone and dialing a long number, longer than it should have been had she called anywhere regular. There was no ring at the other end, but a voice came on.

"And?"

It was an electronically modified voice that made it unable to determine if it was a man or woman at the other line, not that Patricia Hart cared.

"The conference is over. The seed is planted."
"Perfect. Carry on with the next step."
"Which pawn are we to sacrifice this time?" the senator's wife asked.
"If all goes well, we may not have to sacrifice any, but if we do, make sure there is a backup in place for the next operation."
"It will be done."

The line cut at the other end. The cold and callous villainess caressed her sides. She sat on the edge of her desk, spreading her legs.

"Be a good boy, slave... give mother a nice oral massage while she ponders how to further humiliate these would-be heroines..."

Her husband, a pet in her hands, was only to eager to comply, jumping up between her legs and burying his head there. She let him proceed, barely showing any sign of stimulation. It was not the same anymore. She was tiring of this pet. She needed a new one, preferably one of those female heroines in their scant uniforms, with their gorgeous breasts, pursed lips and wide hips, with deep throbbing pussies. So much room for fucking, she thought.

The orgasm she experienced was a silent one, but it gave her a moment's respite from her evil plans, not that she needed it. It was truly the only thing that kept her interest now.

End of part 3

*****************************************************************

A DARK PATH, part 4

The scene was shocking to watch, even past eleven at night. The show was called 'Elite News', but it was really more of a scandal-rag, a variant on the Jerry Springer approach in that the host, Skip Shegan, former porn star turned television host, did not have guests in his studio, but rather followed the decadent lives of the famous and not-so-famous, showcasing them at their worst for great ratings. While many people argued that the show had no real value, the ratings disagreed, and there were always sponsors ready to fill the commercial slots of the revealing tell-all broadcast, from penile enhancement drugs to condoms, to sex hotline commercials. And because it played at 11:30 at night, the parents of young children didn't complain.

In a world where heroines were the talk of the town, every so often, Skip would run an exclusive on a particularly humiliating defeat for a local heroine, or sometimes even for heroines elsewhere in the country. Last week, he had run the integral masturbation sequence for Lieutenant Liberty from Washington from not long ago, her sitting on the sybian, being pleasured fully by the tantalizing machine in order to rescue hostages. He had included a short extract of her first assault in the oval office, and then an edited version of the second assault, where the first lady's face and body (presented as an unnamed black woman here in order to protect her identity), were removed from the frame, keeping the focus on Sgt Black and the violated heroine.

Of course, Radio Wave's very public bukkake humilation in Gateway park, captured by a bystandander and now over the internet, had drawn great ratings too. There was rampant speculation on what strange invisible person or being had been assaulting her at the same time, and many took bets which heroine would be the next to fall prey to it, considering it was known that a similar incident had happened to Plasma last January. Today's broadcast, in fact, focused on Plasma herself, that particular video taken by self-proclaimed thieves. But Skip Shegan was doing a full retrospective on Plasma.

At the moment, he was running one of the first public humiliations Plasma had ever been involved in. A giant mechanical robot had emerged from a factory on the outskirts, tearing into buildings and wreaking havoc on the locals. Plasma and a few other friends had swept in from the sky, eager to take it down hard. But to their surprise, it had blasted beams of energy towards them, making them dazed and disoriented. It had latched onto them with metallic grapplers, drawing them to its structure, trapping them with metallic ropes.

A television chopper had caught all of the action. Precision scalpels had cut up the heroine's costumes while they wrestled against the restraints, and then the machines had pulled out artificial glass probes which it had inserted the heroine's openings, front and back. Because of the risk to their own safety, the chopper crew had only filmed one angle, focusing on Plasma as she was solidly rammed by the dildo-like probe both in her pussy and her ass simultaneously (although from the chopper's point-of-view, you could only see her exposed front and only from above, so they focused mostly on her chest and face). Every so often, in the image, another heroine came into view : Andromeda, Solara and Flare all made cameos in the feature.

Skip Shegan, while the pictures were showing, had taken to masturbating while watching. He was alone with his camera guy, really his best friend Lorne, and a few people in the production booth outside the studio. He did so discreetly, of course, behind his desk. There was a waste basket full of old tissues there, and a fresh box of kleenex every night, courtesy of one of his sponsors. The show aired live, and he had taken to commenting the performances on the screen. Right now, he was really enjoying his seat.

"If you look closely, zoom in on her mouth, you'll see the repeated... yes yes yes... and then... oh fuck me good, you machine you..."

He spoke up loud.

"Slut!"

The production booth threw in cheers at the narration.

"And look here... she's gonna come again... and so am I... Goddamn!"

Indeed, watching the humiliation always did the trick for Skip Shegan. He had forgotten how many of these videos he had wanked to. Heroines were something else altogether. As the show went to break, he wiped himself and threw it in the bin with the rest. Lorne, from behind the camera, laughed.

"That sounded like a good one."
"Goddamn, Lorne, what I wouldn't to squeeze that ass onto my dick..."
"Keep dreaming the dream, mate!"

This was the last commercial of the show. All that was left was the thanks - thanking the heroine from being such a slut, and calling out next week's show, a retrospective on Andromeda's several public blowjobs and facials.

Turning his head to the dark corner of his studio, Skip noticed a figure observing. There were usually no observers, so he didn't know what the individual - a man - was doing there. Still, he made no commotion, so he was not a trouble-maker. The commercial ended, Skip made his usually snide remark, thanking everyone and inviting them for next week. Credits rolled, with the image of Plasma being fucked by the invisible creature as the lady thief came about to lick her pussy being displayed in the background.

Lorne started packing up the camera when he too noticed the stranger, who finally stepped foward. Both television employees stopped and stared. In front of them was none other than the very popular, very inflentual, Rick Parish. He had made the news lately. Skip rubbed his hands on his pants, to make sure there was nothing left on it, before extending it to Rick. Rick didn't take it - he knew where it had been - but he nodded. Lorne was equally impressed, unable to say a word.

"Hello Skip. Big fan."
"Thanks.. Thank you, mr. Parish."
"Rick. Here, I'm Rick, and you my friend are in luck."
"I am?"
"Yes. I need your talents, as a porn star and as a television host. And you can bring your friend at the camera."
"Thank you, sir," Lorne replied, not exactly knowing what he was replying to. Whatever it was, he wanted in, especially if Skip went along.
"I'm game for anything, really, but what is this about?"
"It's about heroines running the show, ruining it for everyone trying to have a good time."
"I read you... they know how to party, for sure (he pointed to the credits rolling on screen) but they're too damn stuck up to have fun with it."
"Amen to that... but we'll fix that. You, me, your friend, my girl Amy... a few others... We're going to throw a party for them... one they can't ignore or refuse."

All three men smiled coyly. It was going to be quite a ride.

It was a nice change of pace, thought Flechette as she read the front page of the Ledger, one of the local newspapers. The media had been hitting hard on the heroines of Eve City lately, blaming them for many of the ills that plagued it, from the rampant violence and high crime rate to the lowering of morals and constant reminders of depravity committed, public or otherwise. The Ledger made a fairer presentation and, while it did not deny that the heroine presence had altered the cityscape, it also presented many of the heroic deeds that they were responsible for.

Their current number gave a detailed account of all the lives saved by the heroines over the two years since their appearance, with testimonies from survivors, rescued victims, bystanders, law enforcement and anyone else who had a mind about the subject. They recounted the amount of collateral damage that had been avoided as well, extrapolating paths of certain more destructive threats the heroines had stopped, sacrificing body and soul in the process. It also reminded everyone that the heroines were, in fact, the real victims of the intense dramas and vicious assaults that befell them. Constantly beaten, bruised, battered and violated, it was only through sheer determination that they remained strong in the face of this adversity.

Flechette kept reading the articles while sitting on the edge of the building, her feet dangling in the air. She had run a late night and, just before heading home to sleep, had picked up the paper copy, winking at the delivery guy still bringing it to the stands as she propped one up with a grappling arrow.

One in particular caught her eye. The Women's Liberation movement, an activist group working to protect the women of Eve City by teaching them how to avoid getting kidnapped and raped - one of the charities sponsored by Desiree - was said to be holding a cocktail in the Great Hall at the Eastern university. It extended an open invitation to the heroines of the city, who, as great role models, put their lives on the line everyday to make sure no one else was a victim of violence. Flechette had read their propaganda, and it made a lot of sense, even if some of their methods (having woman wear chastity belts, for example) seemed a little extreme. Flechette decided it would be a good idea to forward this information to the circle of heroines, in case any of them wanted to be part of the event. She certainly felt it was a good opportunity to reinforce their status as role models in town, and help rebrand their image in a more positive light.

The information quickly spread among the heroines, and many said they might attend. Ricochet flat out refused to go, claiming she had other priorities than doing some public relations stunt for their failing image; she gave Radio Wave the go-ahead to do whatever she wanted, but the young protégé was not certain if she would attend or not. KnightHawk declined politely, saying that while the idea may have been interesting, they didn't all need to be there for this kind of social activity. Besides, this was not her forte. Neither Gem nor Solara could be reached. Ghost did not even bother sending a response : she was doing her own thing, as usual. 

However, Andromeda and Prototype decided to attend. For one thing, it would be a good opportunity to introduce the new heroine to the city, and more importantly to sympathetic ears. Ms Dynamo and Flare oscillated between going or not, but Flechette insisted that since Dynamo was at the forefront of the scandal, her presence would be good for everyone. Flare decided to tag along for support. Finally, they were able to get in touch with SilverStreak in extremis. She had just come back from a trip to the other side of the country. She was actually pleased for the invitation, having already attended reunions for the Women's Liberation group.

To make a greater impact, they planned their arrivals to coincide. The Women's Liberation had the print media on site for the occasion (namely the Ledger), but no cameras. It was an impressive sight, all these super-powered women flying onto the campus, landing at the entrance to the Great Hall. Andromeda was the first to land, her bright white and gold suit spotless for the occasion, her short blonde hair tussling about the wind. She was of course followed by Prototype, who now wore a one-piece black bikini suit with low cleavage. She now wore a black face mask around her eyes as well, but had kept her thigh high boots and long gloves. Her long black hair rested limply against her back. She tried to smile, but it was slightly forced. The reporters and the many women greeting her, most of college and university level, including professors, intimidated her slightly. She kept close to Andromeda who seemed to have the lay of the land.

Flechette swooped in from the roof, swinging in on a green rope which she then resecured in its harness. Her green visor glistened in the sunlight of the afternoon, as did her body suit. With one leg fully exposed and another fully covered, she stood out from the traditional costumes; the revealing underboob also made quite an impression with everyone, as it was intended to do. Flare and Plasma both flew in a moment later. The latter's white costume was laced with charged light blue plasma lighting around its swimsuit-like edges, mask, gloves and boots alike. Flare's dark-skin clashed against her yellow form-fitting gear, enhancing its texture and emphasis. Both girls remained quiet as they looked on. Ms Dynamo had decided to make her entrance on foot, leaving her bike some distance from there, secure in a hidden location. She walked with her head proud, her cyan battle dress with its short cloak flapping about in the breeze. She smiled at Flare, then waved to the reporters.

SilverStreak only needed a moment to make her entrance. Sprinting in to a sudden spot, the silver-clad heroine looked shiny as the sun glinted off the lenses of her glasses. She sported a classic athletic pose before relaxing and joining the others. There was a brief presentation of everyone, including the leaders of the Women's Liberation group, two teachers and one final-year student, and then the heroines answered a few simple questions from the two interviewers from the Ledger. They were neither indiscreet nor misconstrued. The hardest question to answer was how they felt about the violence enacted on them by all of their enemies.

"It is not what we want," said Andromeda, "but it happens, and we deal with it when it does. They break us sometimes, but we rise to the challenge and come back stronger."

The sound byte was perfect, and the heroines started to head into the hall for the reception, cocktails and round-table discussion. Last minute, Radio Wave arrived on the scene in her traditional yellow and cyan swimsuit costume open to the midriff, running in, apologizing for her lateness. They all went inside and started enjoying the food and refreshments.

It was not until an hour into the event that the heroines started to notice something unusual was happening. It all happened very fast. One of the teachers dropped her wine glass and fainted. A second later, two others collapsed. Flechette faded quickly as well. Within a few more seconds, everyone was going down, fainting for an unknown reason until no one in the room was awake and aware.

Within ten minutes of this occurence, someone walked into the Great Hall to find all of the guests unconscious - and all the heroines missing.

End part 4

*****************************************************************

A DARK PATH, part 5

Timothy and Janice were virgins. Raised proper in the clean sections of Eve City, they had always refrained from engaging in any form of sexual activity. They had met at Church, two years ago, and had decided to engage in a relationship not long after, purely non-sexual. They went to the park, took bike rides together, went to double features (an action clip followed by a romantic comedy or daram) at the cinema, even volunteered at the local pet shelter. The had made a promise to each other in their first months together to remaim faitful, but also to protect their virginity until they were of age.

Timothy's best friend, Remy, was his exact opposite. He had lost his virginity to his cousin at a very young age, and had been having fun ever since with whomever he met. He respected Timothy's vows, of course, being his friend, but found it silly none-the-less. He had heard of the promise, however, and had always planned something special for his friend's eigtheenth birthday. Janice's birthday was only one week earlier than Timothy's; Remy, being the friend he was, had started looking for the perfect gift for his friend for his birthday night - which he knew he would be spending with Janice. The two young lovers were both scared and excited at the anticipation of that upcoming night.

The morning of his birthday, Remy handed a piece of paper with a weblink to his friend. Timothy had inquired what the link was, but Remy had just said to wait until he was alone with Janice before loading it up, and that it would only be up for tonight at that adress. Timothy trusted Remy's intuition about these things, as he claimed it would set the perfect mood for his evening and night with Janice.

Supper at Timothy's place had gone great. There were burgers and fries, then chocolate cake, and finally, they played twister and scrabble in the evening. This being a Saturday night, and Timothy's parents being quite understanding, they had left the house to their son and his girlfriend, and rented a motel room for the night as well. By eleven, Timothy and Janice were alone in his room, timidly hovering about the elephant in the room, exchanging gentle kisses but nothing more. Then, Timothy remembered the weblink. He retrieved the paper and typed in the URL numbers.

"What is that?" Janice inquired, smiling.
"Well, it's from Remy..."

Janice knew Remy well, and while she did not agree with his lifestyle, she respected that he had respected theirs. He was very knowledgeable in ways of sexuality.

"I think it's an icebreaker... to... you know..."
"...get us in the mood?" Janice finished the sentence.
"`Yeah."

Their shy smiles were so cute. He pressed enter. A video loaded up. There was a dark screen, then a title : 'Eve City Baron Hotel House Party I'. The screen went black again, then they were inside a large corridor with beautiful furniture and decorations. They started watching the video and, scene-by-scene, their innocence started to erode as they witnessed the spectacle unfolding before them. But they could not look away, and by the end of the video, they were hooked.

The image jumped up and down as the steadycam on the cameraman's shoulder shifted with his weight. He headed towards a two door entry, knocked on one. The door opened and a topless man wearing a halloween mask over his eyes appeared.

"Hey! There you are, you're just in time, the party's started."

He pulled away and let the cameraman in. It was a luxury suite. The two doors led onto an interior balcony. It captured an impressive view of the place. Before the image could focus on anything in particular, the greeter said : "Now listen, a few basic rules. First, the masks stay on. This is a nobody knows type of thing. Got it?" The camera nodded yes. "Good. Two: you need to have fun, so drink, smoke, toke... whatever does it for you. And three: no one leaves unsatisfied!"

The greeter pulled away, retreating down the few steps to the living room. It came into view. The place was lavishly decorated. There were a lot of people in the apartment, all of them wearing face masks to protect their faces or simply for show. Directly across from the entryway was a large sliding door leading to a balcony, and in-between, the living room was vast, with one loveseat at the left, two armchairs at the right, and a central couch in front of a glass table. 

On the couch were a man and a woman, sitting apart. The man, also topless, wore red striped dark racing pants, shoeless and bald. The woman, pink and blue punk hair, wore nothing but see-through grey top and bottom, and large high heels. Two other men sat on the arm chairs in nothing but black boxers. Finally, the girl sitting at the edge of the table with the purple punk hair was topless, with small rings piercing her hipples in a leather skirt. All five were staring at the sight unfolding in the love seat, two women in an embrace, liplocked. Their facemasks were white and black. They were pressing their huge topless chests one against the other as they grinded their tongues in.

The greeter came back, making introductions to the camera. Everyone smiled, waved or did something at the camera when presented.

"So here's Punky, of Jungle Riot... a hoot in any party. Guys on the armchairs - nobodies, just friends here for fun. The bald guy on the couch is Arko Justinian. You'll want to talk to him later. And here's the lovely 'Panty' O'Hara, blogger girl for the masses, here to live real..."

He pointed to the kissing girls.

"And of course, here's the famous Andromeda and her girlfriend Prototype, right?"

The two lovers barely acknowledged their names, unable to let go of each other. The greeter made a motion for the camera to follow him, just past the two heroines.

"This is the bathroom and... woh!"

As the camera peered in, it caught movement. The bathroom was deep, with a large open section at then with showers on both sides, large enough for at least five people. There was a counter to the left wall, with the sink and toilet, but it was the sight on the other side of the room that caught the eye. There were three girls in the room, as well as one guy sitting on the toilet, looking at the girls. One girl was tall and large, muscular but with large exposed breasts, multiple piercings in her face, in tight leather pants, a black mohawk to the left of her face. Another was much smaller, with a shaved head, wearing a tight leather bra, bottomless, covered in tattoos. Pinned against the wall was the third girl. She was naked from the waist down, her costume somehow gone, her stiff white buttocks raised as the other two girls both caressed and slapped her. She wore headphones and mask over her face, and seemed to be enjoying the attention of the two women.

"Okay, sorry to interrupt. This is... a guy on the toilet, I forget his name. Of course, here are Clam and Morse of Jungle Riot, entertaing the very slutty Radio Wave. Kiss the camera for me, girls."

Both Clam and Morse complied, but Radio Wave took a long moment before actually mouthing a kiss, but forgot to stare at the camera.

The greeter took the camera away.

"Let's go through here. Bedroom."

Going around the two kissing girls on the loveseat, they entered the next door and came upon the spacious area. At the other end was an imperial-sized bed. Besides two small dressers on each side, there was no other furniture in the room. But on the bed itself, two black-skinned women were also liplocked, their hands caressing their naked backs down to their exposed buttocks. They each wore a face mask, one yellow, one electric blue, one with straight black hair, the other with wavy inflections. On each side of the bed was a black man in a boxer, each concealing an obvious boner. To the right, near a small door that led to the balcony, a tanned caucasian man and woman stood huddled. She was wearing a red satin negligee, her brown hair flowing over her shoulders. The man was handome, topless, in a nice red satin bottom, matching the girl's. They were watching the two girls on the bed.

The greeter pointed to the bed.

"We won't disturb Dynamo and Flare or their waiting suitors. Here is our host, the Baron and his Mistress."

The Baron, the handsome man, smiled for the camera, as did his companion. The greeter and camera stepped onto the long balcony. They passed by the sliding door leading back to the living room and found a man and woman. The man was topless, his pants around his ankles, his ass pressed against the building; the woman was on her knees, playing with his unit, caressing, stroking, licking it. She was wearing green boots and a green visor. As the camera got close, the man getting serviced looked up. The greeter spoke to him.

"Ah! I see you and Flechette are getting acquainted, Arthur..."
"Hell yes!"
"Arthur Jones, one of the sleaziest tabloid reporters I know..."
"Ain't no sleazier except you."

They laughed, then the greeter and camera moved on. There was a second sliding door to the right. Peering in, it led to the dining room and kitchen. They entered. More action was ongoing.

Leaning against the wall next to the access leading back to the living room was another topless man. He wore a g-string which barely hid the massive bulge under it. Leaning against he far counter were a man and a woman in sexy underwear. But the spectacle was on the table. Two ladies, wearing nothing but books and mask, were exposed. On the table itself, the one with the silver glasses and boots was being pleasured by the other one in the cyan boots and mask, on her knees, leaning into the other's pussy.

"Of course, Plasma and SilverStreak need no other introduction. Friends of mine, against the counter and here, my best friend... Ryan Killcock!"

The greeter gave him a shoulder hug.

"Back from his porn tour in Europe just for this too!"
"It's on..."

The cameraman spoke up for the first time.

"This is the best shit ever, but how am I supposed to film all this? There's just too much happening."
"My friend, that's the beauty of technology," replied the greeter.

The conversation sounded rehearsed. The greeter pointed to the various corners of the room.

"There's hidden high-quality cameras in every corner, to capture every shot as it happens. You won't miss any of the incredible action that's gonna go down. This is my stop, by the way. You can pick a spot and stay there, or you can wander. Up to you."

The cameraman made his choice. He crossed the living room, briefly stopping by the loveseat as the naked Andromeda and Prototype moved away from each other, while Arko and Panty got up from the couch. He returned to the bathroom, where Radio Wave was now facing forward, her costume fully torn, with Morse and Clam kissing her nipples. He had made his choice. He kept the camera on her.

Later that night, hopped up on energy drinks, Timothy was on top of Janice, ramming her tight ass with force, calling her 'hero slut'; she had put on a face mask for his enjoyment. With a sadism he didn't expect to have just a few hours before, he violated her back hole with gusto, as she pleaded for him to stop while, in truth, she enjoyed every single minute of it, especially when his hot cum spurted all of her insides... again.

End part 5

*****************************************************************

A DARK PATH, part 6

--- The Bedroom ---
There were two cameras in the bedroom. One was in the far corner, aimed at the bed and the ongoing action. The other one was directly above the bed, giving an aerial view. The interactivity of the video added to its uniqueness, as the watcher could switch between angles at his discretion. He could forward or back it up, and he could switch rooms at his discretion.

The scene started with Ms Dynamo and Flare making out on the bed. Very quickly, they removed their costumes, covering their bodies with kisses and caresses. Two black men in boxers entered the room, while the man and woman in red satin simply contemplated the spectacle. They took position on each side of the bed. The greeter walked in, followed by the camera-guy, also masked, topless and wearing jeans and shoes. They hung around for a brief moment before exiting onto the balcony.

The two black men then dropped their briefs, exposing semi-hard shafts. They called out to the heroines who interrupted what they were doing, then slowly got to their knees, each one turning to face one of the men. Without hesitation, they touched the dicks, which quickly sprang to action. While Flare quickly gobbled up hers, Dynamo took time to caress and lick it. This lasted for about one minute, with the girls never actually staring at the faces of the men, only at the units in front of their eyes. The two black men pushed the black heroines onto their backs. The top view was perfect for the next part. Almost at the same time, they slid into the girl's pussies and started to pump their way in. Instant pleasure pursed the lips of the two black heroines who, in this position, could tilt their heads and kiss. They did; this only increased the fervor of the black studs stuffing them.

The Mistress in satin, playing with the Baron outside his pants, got down to her knees, dropping his pajamas and exposing a very massive, tanned cock. She started to stroke it, gliding her other hand down to her pussy, rubbing her clit with slow movements.

The two black studs pulled out, turned the heroines around, on their knees, and entered them again, mounting them by climbing onto the edges of the large bed. With their weight, they pinned the upper section of the girls to the mattress, keeping their behinds high in the air as they rammed it in quicker, more ferociously. The two heroines were moaning intensely. The two studs could no longer hold out. Each in turn, they pulled out, twisted the girls around, slammed their dicks into their eager mouths and unloaded all they could. Cum drops splattered out the side, but they managed to swallow most of it. The two studs kept their dicks deep in the girls' throats for a good time, reveling in the sensation.

All the while, the Mistress was gently stroking herself and the Baron, getting him ready for what obviously came next.

--- The Balcony ---
Stepping onto the balcony, Arthur Jones led Flechette, fully dressed, to its edge overlooking the city below. He kissed her neck and she giggled, seemingly lost in thought. He caressed her back, her buttocks, the inside of her thighs. Two cameras were capturing the scene, one at the entrance to the bedroom, and the other just above the section between the two sliding doors. That's where Arthur dragged Flechette, pinning her against the wall, then starting to remove her costume. Her movements were slow, as if she was drunk or on drugs. In a moment, the green body suit was piled up on the floor, and he was inserting a finger inside her. She moaned gently.

He pushed her down to her knees, then swapped places with her, getting his back to the inner wall. Absent-mindedly, she pulled down his pant to his ankles, exposing a swollen dick ready to be used. She licked the tip of it, then bobbed it once, pulling away. Stroking it more, she did not see the arrival of the greeter and the camera guy. He talked briefly with Arthur, and then they moved on, allowing the duo to resume. Arthur left Flechette work on his shaft for a very long time, until he was about ready to blow his top. He stopped her, pulling her back to his feet, kissing her mouth. Her response was sluggish at best.

He turned her around. She still had her green high-heeled boots on, which made her the perfect height for what he did next. Lifting her behind gently, he positioned himself against her pussy, then lowered her into place. It fit so snugly. From the top view, it was hard to see anything, but from the side view, which you could zoom, the penetration was clearly visible. Flechette bounced up and down his shaft, her tits and hair flapping in the night breeze as he fucked her on the balcony. He was determined not to stop. She moaned profusely at first, losing her voice as it progressed, and he just kept thrusting and thrusting, eager to unload, eager to explode and dominate her pussy, never changing positions. He bent her as far he could over the railing, her head and tits balanced over the city as he plunged deeper into her moist chasm.

He turned his head right. Not a metre from him, SilverStreak was in a similar position, bent over the railing, being pounded into submission by the porn star Ryan Killcock, her silvery shades covered in fluids. From the camera angle, it was impossible to tell if he was pumping her pussy or her ass.

The sight of SilverStreak's figure flailing under the hard thrusts was too much for Arthur. He spurted all his worth into Flechette, almost dropping her over the railing as he did, emptying a huge load into her. The side camera caught all the dripping action as he pulled out, content. Flechette collapsed on the floor.

Ryan Killcock then pulled out of SilverStreak, dragging towards Flechette and dropping her on top of the other. He jerked himself into completion, and unloaded a massive amount of cum onto the both of them, groaning as he did. His sack completely empty, he high-fived Arthur Jones.

--- The Living Room ---
A camera over the entryway was focused on the living room, getting a full picture. There was a camera right above the loveseat as well, and one right across from it. Finally, there was one aimed at the loveseat and couch.

The scene faded in as Andromeda and Prototype were sitting down in the loveseat. Huddled. they gave each other brief kisses. The girls of Jungle Riot were sitting on the couch. From the kitchen, both Panty O'Hara and Arko Justinian entered, dragging in Radio Wave who seemed very tipsy. Both Morse and Clam got up from the couch, grabbed Radio Wave and dragged her into the bathroom in a hurry. Three caucasian men were also in the room - one followed them in.

Punky told the heroines to take their tops off and they did, sliding them down to their waists. They resumed kissing, rubbing their breasts together. Arko and Panty sat down on the couch, while the other two men sat opposite on the armchairs. Punky moved to sit on the glass table, taking her top off at the same time.

The greeter entered from the kitchen, walked up the stairs and welcomed the cameraman to the party. After taking in the instructions, they walked down the stairs and introduced everyone in the room, before moving to the bathroom. Meanwhile, Andromeda and Prototype kept making out. Punky suggested they remove their bottoms; the greeter and camerman walked past again, disappearing into the bedroom. Both heroines slowly slipped their bottoms off, sliding their hands down the other's crotch, still kissing. Punky got up, slipped off her bottoms as well and went to sit in Panty's lap. The two punk girls started making out. Arko did not know which way to look, and neither did the two other men, who removed their boxers and started gently stroking.

Andromeda and Prototype slipped fingers inside each other, teasing themselves into more and more stimulation, leaning in to kiss each other's breasts, in turn.

The cameraman walked by quickly and disappeared into the bathroom just as the two heroines were pulling away from each other.

Arko motioned to the men still watching, stroking. They got up. One set himself upon Andromeda, the other on Prototype. They pulled them down further on the loveseat, bringing their pussies near the edge. Kneeling down before them, they buried their lips and tongues against the wet cunts of the heroines, who moaned with excitement at the new sensation. The two men were better seen doing their work from right above, although the far view gave a better angle on the heroine's heaving breasts.

Arko decided it was time to drive it in. He pulled down his pants as he got up, climbing onto the loveseat. Since Prototype was closer to him, he set himself between her breasts and slid his hard cock there. The scene could only be perceived from above, as he blocked any other angle on them. He weaved between her mounds for a time, the tip of his long unit sometimes reaching her lips.

On the couch, Punky had pushed Panty down, tearing her underwear off, and sliding a finger inside. Panty was arching her back as she removed her grey top, her natural assets flopping up as she did. Punky was sliding more fingers in, three now. Panty loved every second of it.

Arko stepped off Prototype and moved over to Andromeda, where he proceeded to repeat the exercise he had just performed. This time, he pushed the audacity to include her mouth; half of his long cock disappeared into her before she gagged.

Prototype screamed with ecstasy as the man pleasuring her drove it in. It took only a moment for Andromeda's own orgasm to explode. Arko pulled out of her mouth and stepped off of her. He looked at the two men, pleased with their performance, then gave them the go-ahead. They slid their cocks into the dripping pussies without a moment to waste.

Panty's orgasm exploded a moment later. Punky released her, then jumped on Panty's face, buring her own pussy into the eager mouth of the other punk girl. Panty lapped it up with ferocity, and Punky acknowledged it by moaning and groaning for her excitement.

The two men pounding into Andromeda and Prototype were almost synchronious; it made the breasts of the two heroines sway in rhythm. Arko began to stroke himself, bringing his dick near Andromeda's face. He was determined to cover her fully. With almost clock-like precision, the two men felt their own pleasure exploding. The first spurt was inside the tender pussies, but the men quickly then pulled out and released the rest onto the large mounds of both heroines. Arko was almost done too. His jizz shot out straight into Andromeda's gaping mouth and nostrils, dripping down along her chin and onto her already soiled chest.

Punky finally came in turn from Panty's relentless assaults with her tongue. She drove her pussy deep into the other punk's face to emphasize control and increase her pleasure, then released it once the orgasm subsided. Panty pulled out from under her, catching her breath.

Arko motioned the two girls on the couch towards the exhausted and fucked up heroines. As Punky started to reach down under the couch to retrieve something, the screen suddenly went dark.

--- The Dining Room ---
Around the table were Radio Wave, Plasma and Silver Streak, caressing each other's hair, planting light kisses on their shoulders. In the room, sitting on the counter was a couple in lingerie, holding hands, watching the heroines. Against the wall near the exit to the living room, both the greeter and Ryan Killock were also watching silently.

From around the counter, Panty O'Hara and Arko Justinian arrived. The area had three cameras. One directly over the table, one aimed in from just over the sliding door to the balcony, and one aimed in from the corner of the kitchen area. Panty and Arko took Radio Wave away from her friends and into the living room. She stumbled to follow. Plasma and SilverStreak kept on kissing, more passionately.

A ring at the door made the greeter leave the room. Ryan Killcock suggested to the girls they might be more comfortable naked. They complied without resistance, but also without haste. Sluggishly, they slipped off their costumes before resuming their tender embraces with each other. The couple watching on the counter exchanged furtive kisses at the same time.

Ryan contemplated them for a quick minute, then suggested that one of them should pleasure the other. It was SilverStreak who ended up lying down on the table, Plasma's head buried between her thighs. The oral session lasted a long time, long enough for the greeter to return and dispatch the cameraman away. The greeter returned to his leaning position against the wall. Plasma made SilverStreak achieve orgasm. That was enough for Ryan. He tore off his g-string; his cock rose to erection almost instantly. Advancing, he pulled Plasma up, bent her over the table and SilverStreak, then got to his knees and buried his tongue inside Plasma's pussy.

The woman in lingerie stepped off the counter, pulling her panties off. She got on the table and went to sit on SilverStreak's face. Her companion watched her as she rubbed her pussy against the heroine's face. SilverStreak felt the moistness and reached out her own tongue, driving it in as deep as it would go. Plasma, on her part, was so close to coming, she was barely able to mouth the orgasm. But Ryan stopped abruptly, denying her the satisfaction for now, sending Plasma moaning in complaint.

The greeter decided to join in on the fun. He took off his pants and motioned to Ryan. He tossed Plasma off the table and to her knees, on the floor. The greeter lay on his back. Ryan positioned Plasma's mouth over the erect cock, and forced her to wrap her lips around it, bobbing it up and down. Then, he rammed his own cock into her tender insides, double teaming her with ferocity. Plasma moaned and flailed as the thrusts tore into her with violence.

With access to SilverStreak's pussy now open, the young man on the counter did not hesitate. He jumped off to join his girlfriend in taking advantage of the heroine. As she looked at her companion with delight, enjoying Silver's expert moves on her, she watched him drive it deep inside her. The sight nearly drove her wild, and she ground herself harder to achieve the best orgasm possible. And her boyfriend had barely started.

Ryan pulled Plasma away from the greeter's hard member; he himself pulled out of her, sliding her upwards. He lowered her pussy onto the greeter. It slid into her without effort. Then, he propped her ass up, and with force, rammed his own erect shaft into the backhole. Together, they proceeded to pound her hard in both holes simultaneously. Plasma shrieked with delight and pain at the same time, achieving the awaited orgasm Ryan had denied her previously. The two men pounded together for a time, with Ryan looking on at the table to see where the action was at.

The man pumping inside SilverStreak, having seen his female companion erupt into pleasure, knew it would not take long for him to do the same. He just kept on hammering, over and over, looking at his companion's face as she rode herself into another moment of explosion. They came together, he inside her pussy, she onto her face. SilverStreak jerked from all of the stimulation, unable to contain her own pleasure. The wet cum dripped from her pussy as the man pulled out. His girlfriend stepped off the table, her juices covering the totality of SilverStreak's face, smudging her silver glasses.

Ryan, almost immediately, pulled out of Plasma's ass, leaving the heroine alone with the greeter. He rose up, picked up the limp SilverStreak on the table, twisting her on her front. Lifting her up to rest again him, he slid her pussy onto his dick, a move only a trained porn star could do with ease. Pumping once or twice to get some lubrication going, he pulled out again and this time aimed for her ass. It took a few tries but, holding her with his muscular arms facing away from him, he achieved his goal. He carried her like this onto the balcony. From one of far angles, he could be seen pounding her from behind.

But the action was now focused on the greeter and Plasma. The man had been pounding endlessly into her, searching for his release. It came after long thrusts, gushes of semen pouring into her as he finally conquered her pussy.

--- The Bathroom ---

Morse and Clam dragged Radio Wave into the bathroom, kissing her lips and neck. A man followed them in but quietly sat down on the toilet seat. The two girls from Jungle Riot pressed Radio Wave against the other wall, face forward. Morse grabbed the edge of Radio Wave's bottom and, with one quick movement, tore it off, exposing her young white behind. While Clam caressed the skin, Morse took off her top; they swapped places so Clam could remove her bottom.

Cameras in the bathroom were aimed at the shower, and one was aimed from the other wall where the girls were entertaining Radio Wave. That one caught the greeter and the cameraman as they walked in. They left just as quickly. If they had just waited, they would have seen Morse grab the remainder of Radio Wave's costume and just tear it off. The two girls flipped the heroine around, to face them. Morse went to work on her nipples; Clam bent down and slid a finger between her legs, inside her, licking her clitoris at the same time. Radio Wave beamed with pleasure at the attention. The man, watching from the other side of the room, took his bottoms off, exposing a half-erect shaft. Radio Wave kept moaning as Clam provided her with much wanted release, a vocal orgasm that Morse silenced by kissing her violently. Clam got back to her feet just as the cameraman was returning, adding another feed, a steady cam, to the two already available, enabling him to do extreme close-ups of Radio Wave's nipples and pussy.

Morse flipped Radio Wave into the shower while Clam got completely undressed, then rushed to lie down on her back in the shower. Morse forced Radio Wave's mouth into Clam's eager beaver, but that was all the convincing she had to do. Radio Wave lapped up her new partner with energy to spare, her tongue reaming the insides of Clam's pussy as much as her nether lips. Morse grabbed the end of a hairbrush and started sliding it in and out of Radio Wave. As Clam exploded into pleasure, squirting all over Radio Wave's face and mask, the heroine also experienced a second convulsion from Morse's ministrations from the improvised toy. Clam was satisfied, retreating to the corner of the shower to enjoy the rush, while Morse picked up Radio Wave, barely able to stand on her own, and brought her to the man sitting on the toilet seat. His own cock was rock hard from the watching and teasing.

With the steadycam, the cameraman was able to capture an extreme close-up of Radio Wave as Morse plunged her mouth around the throbbing member. With great attention to detail, he filmed every single thrust that Morse forced RadioWave to endure. Morse herself pulled Radio Wave away at one point, continuing the blowjob herself, then returning Radio Wave to finish the job. The man groaned as his cum spurted into Radio Wave's mouth. Pulling out, she spat most of it on the floor.

Radio Wave, at this point, was putty in Morse's hands. Morse pulled at the cameraman's belt, so he undid the fastening with one hand, holding the camera steady. Morse helped him by unzipping him, pulling down his pants and cock, all the while providing a perfect POV scene which would turn out to be the most popular used portion of footage by the various users. Morse flipped Radio Wave onto her back and helped the cameraman position himself against her pussy. He slipped it into her insides without any resistace. She moaned again. Morse helped him stabilize the camera as he pounded into her, focused on filming his shaft entering her young moist hole over and over again; he also filmed the bounce of her tits as he thrust into her repeatedly. Radio Wave was again in heaven, but Morse was not done with her. She helped the cameraman pull out, then flipped Radio Wave again, raising her buttocks, then sliding the cameraman back in. Sheer ecstasy was again overtaking Radio Wave and the camera was capturing it in high-definition. The cameraman was in heaven, filming his own hard dick pounding her pussy until kingdom come. He wanted to pull out to film his load spurting across her back, but the excitement got the better of him, and it emptied completely into her over-exerted pussy. He was still able to film his pulling out and the cum dripping out of it afterwards.

Morse winked at the camera, blowing a kiss to it.

--- The bedroom ---

The Baron and the Mistress moved forward, the two men having returned to the corners of the room. The Baron was hard as a rock, and his mistress was just as eager to finally get some payback from these bitches - one in particular. They would start with Dynamo.

The Baron pulled Dynamo's ass back into the air. He smiled as he spoke.

"You should have taken the money instead of doing charity work..."

The mistress positioned herself so Dynamo's face would be buried against her.  She also pulled Flare's face to hers, and they started making out passionately. Dynamo felt the moistness in her face and dove right in, on her way to pleasing mistress. The black on white contrast was too much for the Baron. He needed her pussy right now. Already dripping wet, it accepted him without flinching. He dug in deep, as deep as he could go, pounding away with restless abandon into her, dominating the girl who had humiliated him in front of the public, finally getting his revenge.

All of a sudden, the image went black. 

It retuned a moment later, but the scene had changed slightly. The Baron was now mounting her ass, his own feet on the bed, while the Mistress played with herself, finishing herself off. Flare was on the floor, somehow tossed off the bed. The Baron's thrusts were so hard, the bed slid from its spot almost every movement. Finally, he could no longer contain it. The eruption of cum inside her ass was massive, almost spilling out even as he kept pumping. He kept his cock inside her a long time, still thrusting, until it became too limp for it to remain. Cum poured from her ass and it leaked onto the bed. The baron bent over, and moved Dynamo to it, forcing her face into it.

From the other room, people started bringing the other exhausted and spoiled heroines in, dumping them onto the bed, on top of each other. Flechette, Silver Streak, Plasma, Radio Wave, Andromeda, Prototype... and KnightHawk, equally naked, equally violated.

--- Extra ---
For those who knew where to look, there was an easter egg hidden. If you clicked on the screen when it went blank, a new image loaded, from the living room. All of the participants, save for the Baron and the Mistress, were in the room, looking on. On the glass table, Knight Hawk, very much naked, was being held down on the table by Morse and Clam, who immobilized her arms. On top of her, Punky was pumping into her with a strap-on dildo. Ironically, though no one could know it but KnightHawk herself, it was exactly the same device which Punky had used to violate her during the charity event. There was no sound in this extra, but it seemed like KnightHawk was talking all the way through.

The scene ended on KnightHawk having a powerful soundless orgasm, and then faded to black.

End part 6

*****************************************************************

A DARK PATH, part 7

"It's called Ultra-XPS," KnightHawk said, "and it's not on the market."

The heroines were assembled in one of their more secret bases, still reeling from the revelation that the video found on the internet had not only been seen, but was one of the most popular in circulation, parts of ti being copied across porn web sites across the world. None of them remembered shooting it, except for KnightHawk. They were all there, some mortified, others angry, Ms Dynamo, Flare, Plasma, Andomeda, Prototype, Flechette, Radio Wave and Ricochet (who was for once thankful of having been too focused on other things to go, though she felt guilty for not helping her allies). Knight Hawk had taken to leading the discussion, being the only heroine that recalled the events.

"Whoever did this spiked the food and drinks at the Women's Liberation event, so everyone got affected."
"Are they all right?" Andromeda asked, always concerned for others.
"They will be fine. They only got the first dose. Doctor Hurt analyzed the samples in your blood. You were doubly exposed."

Radio Wave looked to the screen, now blank, but the heroines had needed to check the entire video, to make sure their identities were not compromised - at least on tape. She sighed.

"And that drug made us do all that?"
"The first dose knocked you out. The second made you very susceptible to suggestions, simulating effects of drunkenness and drug use."
"It made us look bad is what it did!" cried out Plasma.

The others could not disagree with her assessment. At a moment where the establishment was thinking of coming down hard on their activities, with the district attorney and local senator being backed by the electronics lobby, this kind of publicity was terrible. It made them look even more like sluts. The worst part was their seemingly willing involvement in the orgy.

"We can take them down!" cried out Flare.
"I agree," Prototype added. "They need to all pay for their violations..."

Her tone suggested a very drastic solution, but KnightHawk brought the group back to the present.

"There will be no payback. We cannot prove, in the public opinion, that we did not willingly participate in this... the edit is well-made for that. They even cut out sound when they were raping me..."
"That is wrong," Ricochet said adamantly. "And you're not the leader."
"No, I'm the voice of reason. We will get them back, but not with drastic means."

She looked at Prototype as she spoke. Prototype scowled but said nothing.

"We need to know why they did this," continued KnightHawk.
"It was just to humiliate and degrade us," argued Flechette.
"It was part of it, but don't you think there is a bigger agenda at play here?"

None of the other heroines were seeing it, apparently. It frustrated KnightHawk to no end. Dynamo, who had been silent the whole time, finally expressed what she was thinking.

"The Baron... that was Rick Parish... and the mistress... Amy Gall. It was because of me. The Baron hotel. That belongs to Parish's family."
"It's not just about you," replied KnightHawk, "or they wouldn't have dragged all of us through the mud."

Andromeda reasoned some of the questions hovering at the back of her mind.

"So let's figure out who was there, if only to flag them on our radar."
"We already know who was there. The greeter took some time to introduce everyone!"

Ricochet's snarky reply made others realize she was still very open to the idea of retaliation, but Andromeda eased her down.

"Yes, but knowing who may tell us why."

KnightHawk had already planned for the question, so the screen shifted to present the various actors of the event, profiles layed out on the screen.

"We all know the mastermind of this is Rick Parish. His father, Paul, owns the hotel – among other things - and is involved in a lot of shady dealings across North America. Collectively, they have the resources to hurt us publicly - as we unfortunately discovered, but neither are hardened criminals."
"He's still a rapist," Dynamo cried out.
"He is. And so is his giflriend, Amy Gall."

Flechette spoke up about her.

"Rich, spoiled, she's protected, being Ronald Gall's daughter. The D.A. has it out for us right now."
"He used to like what we did!" Flare protested.
"He's being influenced by senator Ron Hart and his wife Patricia. Her 'assault' at my charity event is fodder for their campaign against us."

KnightHawk returned to Amy Gall.

"Not a mastermind, but a facilitator. She hands Rick a free pass by association."
"Let's move on," Andromeda suggested.

"Right..."

The three girls of Jungle Riot were next : Punky, Morse and Clam. KnightHawk held a particularly strong dislike of them, especially their leader.

"That's twice in two weeks that Punky has taken advantage of me. She's done it in my civilian and heroic life. But she's not a villain, she's an opportunist. The publicity around the charity event must have gotten her and her band invited to their 'party'."

She moved on to the next image. Ryan Killcock, pornstar extraordinaire. Both Plasma and SilverStreak glared at him with disgust.

"Porn star, simple as that. The fact that he came from Europe just for that gives us an idea on another undisclosed guest's identity. But Ryan is a small fry. He may not even have been in the loop."

The next image was of Arthur Jones. Flechette felt herself almost throw up.

"We all know him. We've all been victims of his columns on our... defeats."
"He's gone too far this time. Writing about it was one thing, but this..."
"Flechette, unfortunately, in a trial of opinion, it's your word against his. Unless you get a confession, he won't serve time."

Ricochet intervened.

"We should beat confessions out of all of them."

Her comment rang hollow, as no one really wanted to go that far in their quest for justice, except for Prototype, but she chose not to say anything. KnightHawk moved on to the next picture.

"Panty O'Hara runs a soft porn blog, and she's neither with nor against us. She just enjoys the sexualized imagery that our tainted images have provided us, riding our coat tails, so to speak. For her, this is a publicity stunt."
"Why is it that this bolsters her reputation while it diminishes ours?" asked Radio Wave.
"Because she doesn't go out fighting crime,” Andomeda replied. “She doesn't claim to be better than this image. Wherewas we do... I mean, we are."

KnightHawk felt awkward with her last comment, so she just moved on.

"I can't identify the couple here, or any of the other men in the video. They aren't filed. This brings me to our greeter - and his friend, the camera operator."

She brought up two images. The girls were surprised, but not truly shocked.

"Skip Shegan. Makes sense," Andromeda concluded.
"And his friend is Lorne, his camera operator from the show," added KnightHawk. "He's the one who invited Killcock - they go way back..."
"We hit his studio, then..." Flare suggested.
"There will be no evidence there."

Prototype was getting angry.

"Are you saying there is nothing we can do?"
"There is. And the clue is in the greeter's presentation, when he introduces this man : Arko Justinian."

The girls all looked at him, no clue as to who he was.

"It took a moment to find, but I know who he is. Look at his face. Now, look at it here."

She produced another still of him, seemingly in action, his face contorted. A bit reluctantly, KnightHawk pulled the image away, revealing the origin of the snapshot. It was Lieutenant Liberty's very public first humiliation in the oval office. He was deep inside her, surrounded by men in blue suits led by the villainous Sgt Black. KnightHawk explained.

"He was a blue soldier. A mercenary. That's our connection to something bigger happening. He was not invited. He was hired."

The others looked at her, not truly understanding what she meant. She spelled it out.

"The money trail. Someone paid him. We find him, we get a confession out of him. He's already a wanted criminal. There's nothing protecting him from us."

Suddenly, the situation did not seem as bleak as before. There was still a way for the heroines to get the final blow in, and it lay with that man. Arko Justinian, former blue soldier, mercenary for hire, all-around bad guy.

*** EPILOGUE ***

He entered the office and closed the door. Inside, Patricia Hart was sitting on the edge of the desk, in a latex one-piece, her breasts exposed. Her husband, the senator, was on all fours, licking her boots.

Arko Justinian stood up straight.

"It's done."
"I saw. I'm impressed. You did well."

Arko bowed to his employer.

"What is next for me?"
"If we played our cards right, and Skip stuck to the script, by now, the heroines will have singled you out among the group, and will be coming after you."
"I understand."
"There is no certainty you will survive, considering the presence of the new killer heroine."
"I can live with that..."

The irony of his words made Patricia smile.

"You are a true soldier, Arko. A rare few. Have you considered a more permanent position?"

He smiled at her.

"I am a mercenary, madam. But I am open to the idea of a more stable contract."

It was her turn to smile. The heroines were in it now, descending into a dark path, laid out before them, one of complete and utter, unmitigated defeat and humiliation. There would be nothing left of their so-called dignity once she - once THEY were done with them.

**********************************************************************

THE END... for now.






